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This cycle focuses on how I had/have mixed feelings about the 
process of naturalization. This cycle does not focus on the political or 
social aspect of immigration. However, it addresses immigration 
from an individual viewpoint, and how an immigrant struggles with 
changes and cultural shocks. Composing about this personal issue 
was/is the best outlet for me to express the feeling of being lost, 
losing identity, adopting new identity, balancing between old and 
new identity, and all the feelings that are associated with them. The 

written for Bent Frequency Duo. The Dual Identity focuses on my 
new identity as a composer, how I am trying to incorporate new 
sounds, techniques, and ideas in my composition, and how this 
process makes me uncomfortable. Usually, I am more comfortable 
writing serious music, but for this piece, I started the piece with a 
dance-like rhythm. However, the clear pattern fades away quickly, 
and down beats become hard to understand. In the score, I asked 
performers to “dance like someone who does not know how to 

-
able.

In this piece, I explored giving different roles to each instrument. 
Voice represents my old sound—the nostalgic sound of Persian 
music which was the sound that I was most comfortable with, and 

electronics has 3 roles: 1. A combination of old and transitional state. 
2. Echoing both sounds in wide stereo way 3. A possible future sound.
The electronics is made by 3 main effects: reverb, delay and granular, 

sounds, delay and granular effects works as a reverberator, and synth 
sounds represents the future sound which is the sound that makes 
me most uncomfortable. 

the reverb combines these 2 textures, since they come through the 
same source. Later in the piece, the delays come at the end of phrases 

the pulse of the electronics and play in unison with the rhythmic 
melody and electronics. 
The piece is written entirely in octatonic 1 collection, which is a mode 

collection; however, the voice part is the combination of two Persian 
Dastgah (modes): Homayoun and Shour. I used 2,3,4,5,7 
(Bb-C#-D-E-F-G) scale degree of Homayoun and combine it with 
1,2,3,4 (F-G-Ab-B) scale degree of Shour, which matches the octatonic 
collection. However, in order to differentiate between the sound of 
octatonic 1 collection from two Persian modes, I used some authentic 
Persian melodic gestures and added some Persian ornamentation in 
the voice part in order to make it sound more Persian. The text for 

I. COLLECTIVE IDENTITY 
for violin, viola, and piano  

country may acquire citizenship or nationality of that country" 
(Wikipedia)

which concentrate on my personal experience of being a refugee and 
immigrant in the United States. A few months before I started this 
project, I was questioned by one of my composition professors 

the use of key signatures in my music. That brought me to question 
myself about who I am was a composer, who I am, and who I want to 
be. Collective Identity expresses my personal feelings about adopting 
myself to the new identity and how the immigration process and the 
cultural shock has been affecting my identity. 

Performance Key:

Performance Key:

Performance Key:

Technical requirments:

 

strings:

piano:

Program Notes:

Program Notes:

Program Notes:

piano harmonics

plucking the strings

Hit the low strings with hand’s palm.

Glissandi on high strings

place a heavy ~5-6” metal object from F4 to C5 to produce dulcimer sound 

(an iPhone without the case also can be used.)

+ -
Pizz.

metal object

  

senza misura: play freely 
with no sense of pulse

play B natural and bend down the pitch quarter step

for all quarter tones hold the placement of the mouthpiece

cue numbers for triggering electronics.

no vib. to multi vib.

wavy glissandi

bending up or down

increase in bow pressure
quarter sharp

add tremolo

accented chop with down bow

a noise made by lifting the bow after a chop

II. LONGING FOR HOMELAND

I I I .  THE DUAL IDENTITY

vib.

bongo

setup:

senza misura: play freely with no sense of pulse

open slap tongue

closed slap tongue

Laptop with Ableton Live
2 dynamic microphones
Stereo playback
Sound interface with 2 inputs and outputs
Foot pedal

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1X04dnBBGhS-COLVz_OS_AZaOFnmG6mj3?usp=sharing
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senza misura: play freely with no sense of pulse
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duration ~ 25’
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II. LONGING FOR HOMELAND

reverb / granular

delay

reverb

reverb reverb
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reverb & harmonizer

espressivo

espressivo
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fixed media

fixed media
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reverb reverb
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